ladies’ gardening gear
Designed by women - for women!

GARDEN GIRL
LADIES’ GARDENING GEAR

Comfortable & Practical Ladies Gardening Clothes and Accessories, Fashioned for the Discerning Gardener!

DESIGNED IN SWEDEN

COMFORT GUARANTEED
The garden is more than a place—it is a lifestyle!

In 2007 I sowed the first seeds of the GardenGirl range. With rubber boots firmly planted in the Swedish soil, I realized that there was little, if any, clothing available that was practical, comfortable and that appealed to the many female gardeners out there. So I combined my love of gardening with my career as a busy designer to develop a range of practical yet stylish clothes suitable for any woman who enjoys working in, or dreams of having, a lovely garden. What began as a family business soon expanded. We are proud to say that GardenGirl power has spread outside of our native Sweden and our brand is now recognized worldwide.

Our gardening trousers and dungarees are made using 100% cotton to give a natural, comfortable feel and include our unique stretch side panels and special pockets for removable knee pads. They feature a selection of pockets sized to accommodate every tool you might need in the garden, even your phone, and the knees, pockets and ankle hems are reinforced with nylon to protect against dirt and damp. These clever functions, combined with a feminine cut and a long tradition of Scandinavian design and knowledge of workwear, are the unique ingredients that make our products truly outstanding.

Building on the success of our original trousers and dungarees, the GardenGirl range has now expanded into a comprehensive clothing and accessories collection that incorporates many of the same great features. I hope you too will become a lover of Garden Girl, I look forward to seeing you in the garden!

Petra Maison
CREATOR & DESIGNER, GARDEN GIRL
The Classic Collection

- Long Sleeve Top Beige or Plum: GGLS02/GGLS25
- Short Sleeve Top Classic Beige or Pink: GGT02/GGT09
- Teddyfleece Jacket Classic Pink: TP20
- Scarf Classic: GGS02
- Sleeveless Top Pink: GGL05
- Short Sleeve Top Classic Beige or Pink: GGT02/GGT05
- Garden Dress Classic: GD02
- Rose Gloves Classic: Fresh RR22
- Premium Deerskin Gloves Pro PL30
- Hat Classic: HT02
- Apron Classic: GGFK02
- Apron Short Classic: PKS02
- Pretty Hat Classic: HT22
- Rain Poncho Classic: RS02
- Granny Boots Classic: JP02
Hand Rescue Kit AfterGarden
GGAG02

Umbrella Classic
UB02

Kneecovers
KN02

Garden Tool bag
TV02

Phone Pocket
PP02

Garden Tool belt
TB02

Garden Scissors
TSS05

Secateurs
TSE05

Fleece Plaid Pink
FP05

Umbrella Classic
UBF30

Folding Umbrella Chelsea
UBF30

Garden Tool bag Chelsea
TV30

Garden Tool belt Chelsea
TB30

Kneecovers Chelsea
KN30

Workinggloves Chelsea
AR30

Weedinggloves Chelsea
RRH30

Workinggloves Chelsea
RM110

The Chelsea Collection
See you in the garden!